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Abstract
Graph partitioning active contours (GPAC) is a recently
introduced approach that elegantly embeds the graph-based
image segmentation problem within a continuous optimization framework. GPAC can be used within parametric snake-based or implicit level set-based active contour
continuous paradigms for image partitioning. However,
GPAC similar to many other graph-based approaches has
quadratic memory requirements which severely limits the
scalability of the algorithm to practical problem domains.
An N ×N image requires O(N 4 ) computation and memory
to create and store the full graph of pixel inter-relationships
even before the start of the contour optimization process.
For example, an 1024x1024 grayscale image needs over
one terabyte of memory. Approximations using tile/blockbased or superpixel-based multiscale grouping of the pixels
reduces this complexity by trading off accuracy. This paper
describes a new algorithm that implements the exact GPAC
algorithm using a constant memory requirement of a few
kilobytes, independent of image size.

1. Introduction
Image segmentation using active contours and graph theoretic methods have been extensively explored. The relationship between and the combination of these two powerful techniques are current areas of active research. Active
contours for region-based image segmentation, introduced
in [9, 10, 18, 20, 28] has increasingly focused on the use of
novel statistical region-based image energy functions [12].
Graph- or graph-cut based approaches for image segmentation have the underlying common theme of formulating the
process as a weighted graph with each vertex corresponding to an image pixel or region and edges corresponding
to similarity/dissimilarity between two corresponding pixels/regions [4, 11, 15, 16, 22, 25]. To discover an image
segmentation this pixel graph is partitioned by minimizing
some cost function. Graph-based approaches have strong
connections to active contours and level sets. The segmentation energies optimized by graph-cuts combine boundary regularization with region-based properties in the same
fashion as Mumford-Shah style functionals [4]. Segmentation methods combining active contours and graph cuts

have led to approaches with encouraging results [5, 26].
Sumengen and Manjunath introduced [23] and extended [2]
a new curve evolution framework called graph partitioning active contours (GPAC) that combines the advantages
of pairwise pixel-similarity based cost functions (e.g. embedding heterogeneous information) with the ﬂexibility of
variational methods into a general and well-deﬁned framework for image segmentation [2]. But high computational
complexity prevents the direct application of GPAC even to
common image sizes. Some approximations of the GPAC
algorithm have been proposed in [23] and [2] to alleviate
this problem by partitioning the input image into regular
blocks or ”superpixels” and calculating the dissimilarities
at a coarse level. Block and superpixel-based approaches
are approximations of the original GPAC.
In this paper, we propose FastGPAC, a novel implementation of the original GPAC algorithm, that dramatically
reduces computational and memory requirements without
the need to partition the image into blocks or superpixels.
Segmentation scalability has enabled high-throughput, high
resolution image analysis [13] and can be applied to tracking applications [7, 8]. In Section 2, we give an overview of
the graph partitioning active contours (GPAC). In Section
3, we present our novel FastGPAC algorithm. In Section 4,
we give a comparative analysis of the GPAC and FastGPAC algorithms. In Section 5, we describe implementation
of FastGPAC using level sets. In Section 6, we discuss relationship between FastGPAC and some region-based level
set approaches and explore impact of robust norms on segmentation. Results and conclusions are presented in Sections 7 and 8.

2. Graph Partitioning Active Contours
In [23] Sumengen and Manjunath introduce a new curve
evolution framework called graph partitioning active contours (GPAC). This variational framework is based on
pairwise similarities or dissimilarities between points and
across-region cuts. In order to maximize the dissimilarities
between regions, a variational cost function that is minimized for pairwise dissimilarities can be formulated as:


ECR (C) = −
w(p1 , p2 )dp1 dp2 (1)
p2 ∈Ri (C)
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p1 ∈Ro (C)

where C is a curve, Ri (C) and Ro (C) are the interior and exterior regions of C, p1 and p2 are points such that p1 ∈ Ro ,
p2 ∈ Ri , and w(p1 , p2 ) is a dissimilarity measure between
points p1 and p2 . Double integrals reﬂect the integration
over a 2D region deﬁned by Rr (x, y). Without any loss of
generality w(p1 , p2 ) can be a similarity measure. In [2],
Bertelli et al. reformulate this across-region cuts from [23],
in terms of pairwise dissimilarity within the regions.


EW R (C) =
w(p1 , p2 )dp1 dp2
p2 ∈Ri (C)



p1 ∈Ri (C)



+

w(p1 , p2 )dp1 dp2

p2 ∈Ro (C)

(2)

p1 ∈Ro (C)

As dissimilarity measure w() in [23] and [1] Lp -norms
L1 and L2 are used respectively on color features, but in
the general case GPAC can use more complex dissimilarity
measures that integrate spatial distance of pixels and domain knowledge as below [23]:

We refer to the term inside the brackets in Eq. 4 as region
variability (RV). Every point pc on the curve is compared
to all the points in the interior and exterior of the curve
and depending on the outcome, the curve is expanded or
shrunk in the normal direction. A regularization term (K)
is added to the curve evolution expression to ensure curve
smoothness. The curve evolutionfunction in Eq. 4 requires computation of two integrals Ri (C) w(pc , p)dp and

w(pc , p)dp that measure the (dis)similarity of each
Ro (C)
contour point pc to the interior and exterior regions of the
curve Ri (C) and Ro (C) respectively. These integrals are
discretized into sums and the region variability term in Eq. 4
is discretely computed as:


RV (pc ) =
w(pc , p) −
w(pc , p) (5)
p∈Ro (C)

p∈Ri (C)

The computational bottleneck in GPAC algorithm is the calculations of these sums. To speed-up calculation, in [23]
pixel-to-pixel dissimilarities are pre-computed and kept in
 (p1 ) − F
 (p2 )||+α||p1 − p2 ||+β||m(p1 ) − m(p2 )|| memory as a look-up table. For an image of size N × M ,
w(p1 , p2 ) = ||F


 

 


this results in a symmetric dissimilarity matrix W with
feature distance
spatial distance
domain knowledge
(3)
N M rows and N M columns, where an element W (i, j)
Theorem 2.1: Minimization of ECR (C) with respect to
is w(pi , pj ), dissimilarity of pixels pi and pj . Number of
the curve C results in partitioning of the image which maxsuch dissimilarities kept in this method is N 2 M 2 /2. Since
imizes the dissimilarity between regions Ri (C) and Ro (C).
even for small images W becomes quite large and hard to
The curve evolution equation that corresponds to the steepﬁt in memory (1TB for a 1K × 1K image and 2 bytes per
est descent minimization of Eq.1 is derived as [23]:
w(p1 , p2 )), approximations are proposed in [23] and in [2]
⎞
⎛
by partitioning the input image into blocks or into ”super

pixels” respectively. In [23], the input image is divided into
∂C
⎟
⎜
(4)
w(pc , p)dp −
w(pc , p)dp⎠N
=⎝
n × m equal size tiles Ti , and W is approximated by an
∂t
Ro (C)
Ri (C)
N M × nm matrix W , where an element W  (i, j) corre


sponds
to the dissimilarity of pixel pi to subregion/tile Tj of
Region Variability
the image. The process of curve evolution, in the original
 is the outward
where pc is a point on the curve C and N
GPAC framework [23] is summarized in Alg. 1.
normal of the curve. For proof see [23].

3. Fast Graph Partitioning Active Contours
(FastGPAC)

Algorithm 1 Original GPAC
Input : Image I(x ), initial curve C
Output : Converged curve C and associated regions Ri (C), Ro (C)
1: Initial Look-up table (LUT) computation:
M
W ← pixel-to-pixel dissimilarity matrix // N M ×N
computations
2
or
N
M
×nm
computations
W ← pixel-to-block dissimilarity matrix //
2
2: while ((iterations < K)&(curve convergence = true)) do
3:
for each point pc (x, y) ∈ C do
4:
Region Variability Term (RV) Calculation:
w(pc , pi ); So (pc ) ←
w(pc , po )
Si (pc ) ←
pi ∈Ri

po ∈Ro

RV (pc ) = So (pc ) − Si (pc )
5:
Curve Evolution:
 and K etc.
Compute other terms such as N
and Update C, Ri , Ro
Compute ∂C
∂t
6:
end for
7: end while

In this paper, we propose a FastGPAC implementation method for cases where the (dis)similarity measure
w(p1 , p2 ) does not incorporate spatial distance between
points p1 and p2 (α = 0 in Eq. 3). Typically energy functions of active contour methods do not use spatial distance
between points, since spatial coherence is ensured using an
area regularization term. The proposed method (Alg. 2)
speeds up the integral/sum computations in GPAC by maintaining two additional data structures, histograms hi and
ho for Ri (C), Ro (C) interior and exterior regions of the
curve C. When the point to point (dis)similarity measure
w(p1 , p2 ) does not incorporate spatial distance between p1
and p2 , w(p1 , p2 ) can be rewritten as:
w(p1 , p2 ) ≡ D(F (p1 ), F (p2 ))
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(6)

where F (p) is a feature extracted at point p(x, y), and D
is a (dis)similarity measure deﬁned on F (i.e. for absolute
grayscale intensity difference, w(p1 , p2 ) = |I(p1 ) − I(p2 )|,
feature F (p) is grayscale intensity I(p) and the dissimilarity measure D is L1 metric.)
Theorem 3.1 (GPAC Region Sum Theorem): For cases
where the (dis)similarity measure w(p1 , p2 ) does not incorporate spatial distance between points p1 and p2 , the 2D
regional sums,
w(pc , p) can be reduced to 1D sums in-

Algorithm 2 Fast GPAC
Input : Image or feature F (x ), Initial curve C
Output : Converged curve C and associated regions Ri (C), Ro (C)
1: Initial histogram computation:
hi ← Histogram(Ri )
ho ← Histogram(Ro )
2: while ((iterations < K)&(curve convergence = true)) do
3:
Ri− = Ri ; Ro− = Ro
4:
for each point pc (x, y) ∈ C do
5:
Region Variability Term (RV) Calculation:

p∈Rr

dependent of the spatial size or shape of the regions Rr (C).


w(pc , p) ≡

L−1


hr (j) × D(F (pc ), j)

RV (pc ) ←

p∈R∧F (p)=j

p∈Rr

p∈Rr

=

L−1


L−1


D(F (pc ), F (p))



{D(F (pc ), j) × 1}

j=0 p∈Rr ∧F (p)=j

=

L−1




D(F (pc ), j) ×

p∈Rr ∧F (p)=j

j=0





1


h(j)

=

L−1


D(F (pc ), j) × h(j)

j=0

In this case the discretized region variability term of Eq. 4
transforms into:


w(pc , p) −
w(pc , p)
p∈Ro (C)

=

L−1

j=0

=

L−1


p∈Ri (C)

ho (j) × D(F (pc ), j) −

4. Complexity Analysis
Complexity analysis will focus on using the acrossregion cut formulation in Eq. 1 and the histogram sum decomposition described in Section 3 in order to directly compare computational cost with [23].

4.1. Storage Requirements



j=0 p∈Rr ∧F (p)=j

=

[ho (j) − hi (j)] × D(F (pc ), j)

Curve Evolution:

Compute other terms such as K, N
Compute ∂C
and Update C, Ri , Ro
∂t
7:
end for
8:
Histogram Update:
Rio ← Ri− ∩ Ro ; Roi ← Ro− ∩ Ri
Update hi // Add pixels in Roi , subtract pixels in Rio
Update ho // Add pixels in Rio , subtract pixels in Roi
9: end while

where hr is the histogram of the feature F in the rth region Rr , D() is a (dis)similarity measure, L is number of
bins in h, and hr (j) =
1 is the j th bin of hr
corresponding to the number of points p ∈ Rr whose feature F (p) = j. In the more general case, D(F (pc ), j) is
replaced by D(F (pc ), C(j)) where C(j) is a representative
value for the histogram bin h(j).
Proof: This equality is derived by grouping the points p into
feature class bins F (p) = j, and by separating the original
sum into two nested sums as follows:


w(pc , p) ≡
D(F (pc ), F (p))
(8)

j=0

6:

(7)

j=0

p∈Rr

L−1

L−1


hi (j) × D(F (pc ), j)

j=0

[ho (j) − hi (j)] × D(F (pc ), j)

j=0

Proposed curve evolution process is described in Alg. 2.

Original GPAC: In the original GPAC [23], (dis)similarity
between any pairing points in space W or between any
point and tile in space W , are precomputed once and reused for the rest of the curve evolution as a look-up table.
The storage requirements for W and W are (M N × M N )
and (M N × mn) respectively where M N is the image size
and mn is the number of tiles.
FastGPAC: The proposed method maintains two histograms hi and ho , for Ri (C) and Ro (C), interior and extrerior regions of the curve C. For scalar features (i.e. intensity) storage requirement is 2 × L, where L is the number of
bins in each histogram. For non-scalar features (i.e. multichannel images, texture measures etc.) storage requirement
is 2 × BL for separable cases (where B 1-dimensional histograms are used) and 2×LB for un-separable cases (where
single B-dimensional histograms are used), where B is the
feature vector size or number of channels (Table 1).

4.2. Computational Cost
Original GPAC: Total computational cost of the Original
GPAC approach can be separated into two as initial cost and
operation cost.
Initial cost is the cost associated with the distance computations to form the lookup tables W or W (for pixel-to875

Step
MEMORY REQ.
1. Initial Cost
2. Operation Cost
(K iterations )
2.1 Integral Computation
2.2 Curve Evolution
3. Update Cost

Alg. 1

Original GPAC
Pixel − to − Pixel Pixel − to − Block
1
1
M 2 N 2 (for W)
M N × mn (for W’)
2
2

4

B × 12 M 2 N 2
K × (M N × CL +
nb × CL )
K × (M N × CL )

B × 12 M N × mn
K × (mn × CL + nb ×
CL )
K × (mn × CL )

5
-

K × (nb × CL )
-

K × (nb × CL )
-

B × 12 M 2 N 2 + K ×
(M N ×CL +nb ×CL )

B × 12 M N ×mn+K ×
(mn × CL + nb × CL )

1
2-7

TOTAL COST

Alg. 2

FastGPAC
Non − separable
Separable
2LB (for hi , ho )
2BL (for hi , ho )

5

2 × B × MN
K × (LB CL + nb ×
CL )
K × (LB CL )

2 × B × MN
K × (BLCL + nb ×
CL )
K × (BLCL )

6
8

K × (nb × CL )
2BΔR

K × (nb × CL )
2BΔR

2 × B × MN + K ×
(LB CL + nb × CL ) +
2BΔR

2 × B × MN + K ×
(BLCL + nb × CL ) +
2BΔR

1
2-9

Table 1:

Memory requirements and computational complexity for different steps of GPAC and FastGPAC implementations. MN: image size, L: number
of bins in the histogram, B: number of channels/bands or feature vector size, K: number of iterations, CL : curve length.

pixel or pixel-to-block respectively) (Alg. 1 Step 1). It is
O( 12 M N × M N ) for pixel-to-pixel GPAC and O( 12 M N ×
mn) for pixel-to-block approximate block GPAC, where
M N is image size and mn is number of blocks/tiles.
Operation cost is the cost associated with curve update for
points pc ∈ C. Operation cost for a single iteration includes integral calculations and curve evolution (Alg. 1
Steps 3-6). Complexity of integral computation for all the
points pc ∈ C is O(M N × CL ) for pixel-to-pixel GPAC
case and O(mn × CL ) for pixel-to-block approximate block
GPAC case, where CL is the curve length. Complexity of
curve evolution which includes computation of the addi , etc.,
tional terms such as curvature K, normal vector N
speed function ∂C
,
curve
and
region
updates
is
O(n
b × CL )
∂t
for both GPAC and approximate block GPAC, where nb is
the width of the narrow band around C.
Itemized cost analysis for pixel-to-pixel and pixel-to-block
GPACs are given in columns 3&4 of Table 1 respectively.
If we assume that the curve length CL is O(N M ) then, for
M = N and m = n, computational complexities become:
CostGP AC = O(N 4 ) + O(N 4 )
Initial

size, and CL is the curve length. Complexity of curve evolution which includes computation of the additional terms
 , etc., speed function
such as curvature K, normal vector N
∂C
,
curve
and
region
updates
is
O(n
b × CL ) where nb is the
∂t
width of the narrow band around C.
Update cost is the cost associated with update of the histograms hi and ho (Alg.:2, step 8). Complexity is O(2 ×
B × ΔRk ) where the changed region ΔRk = Rio + Roi is
sum of pixels that changed from foreground to background
and from background to foreground during iteration k. If
the total number of pixels that changed from one class to
K
the other is ΔR = k=1 ΔRk , the the total cost for K iterations is O(ΔR).
Itemized cost analysis for non-separable and separable FastGPACs are given in columns 6 & 7 of Table 1 respectively.
If we assume that the curve length CL is O(N M ) then, for
M = N and m = n, computational complexities become:
CostF astGP AC1 = O(N 2 ) + O(BLN 2 ) + O(N 2 ) (11)
Initial

Operation

2

U pdate

CostF astGP AC2 = O(N ) + O(L N ) + O(N 2 ) (12)

(9)

Initial

B

2

Operation

U pdate

Operation

CostBlockGP AC = O(n2 N 2 ) + O(n2 N 2 )
Initial

(10)

Operation

FastGPAC: Total computational cost of the FastGPAC approach can be separated into three as: (1) initial cost, (2)
operation cost, and (3) update cost.
Initial cost is the cost associated with the initial computation
of the histograms hi and ho (Alg.:2, step 1). Its complexity
is O(M N ) for an M × N image.
Operation cost is the cost associated with curve update. Operation cost for a single iteration includes integral calculations and curve evolution for points pc ∈ C (Alg.:2, steps
4-7). Complexity of integral computation for points pc ∈ C
is O(BL × CL ) for separable cases and O(LB × CL ) for
non-separable cases, where L is number of bins in the histograms, B is number of channels/bands or feature vector

for separable and non-separable cases where the histograms
used for B-channel inputs are B separate 1-D histograms or
single B-D histograms respectively.

5. Level set Implementation
In order to make a fair comparison regardless of coding
optimizations, GPAC code by Luca Bertelli [1] is used as
a base for the FastGPAC code. This code has some differences from the implementation described in [23] where the
variational cost is formulated as across-region cuts (Eq.1)
and partitioning of an image is deﬁned as direct minimization with respect to the explicit representation of the curve C
(see Eq. 4 in Section 2). In Bertelli’s code [1] and our code
variational cost is formulated as within region dissimilarity
Eq. 2 instead of across-region cuts Eq. 1 and the curve C
876

evolution is done implicitly using level sets.
In level set-based active contour methods, a curve C is represented implicitly via a Lipschitz function φ : Ω → R by
C = {(x, y)|φ(x, y) = 0}, and the evolution of the curve is
given by the zero-level curve of the function φ(t, x, y) [9].
The function φ is positive inside and negative outside of the
curve C. Heaviside function (H(φ) = 1 if φ > 0, 0 elsewhere) is used as indicator function for the points inside and
outside regions. In [2], Bertelli et al. prove that minimizing
Eq. 1 is equivalent to minimizing Eq. 13:
 
E=
w(p1 , p2 )H(φ(p1 ))H(φ(p2 ))dp1 dp2
  Ω Ω



+
w(p1 , p2 ) 1−H(φ(p1 )) 1−H(φ(p2 )) dp1 dp2

which denote the region variability of the feature value i
to the regions Ro and Ri , whose feature distributions are
represented by the histograms ho , hi . RV (p2 , k) is then
obtained by using Tk as: RV (p2 , k) ← Tk (F (p2 ))
Use of look-up-table reduces N × M point to region dissimilarity computation to L feature values to regions dissimilarity computation and N × M look-up-table access,
where N × M is image size and L is number of histogram
bins.

6. Discussion

In this section, we explore the relationship of FastGPAC
segmentation to other region-based active contour methods.
A widely used method is the Chan & Vese region-based
Ω
Ω
(13) active contour model. In the Chan and Vese model presented in [9] segmentation is done using the contour evoluSteepest descent minimization of Eq. 13 leads to the curve
tion function:
evolution equation Eq. 14 which is shown to be equivalent


∂φ
∇φ
to Eq. 4 (see Section 2).
−μ1 (u(x) − ci )2 + μ2 (u(x) − co )2
= δ(φ) ν div


∂t
|∇φ| 



  
∂φ(p2 )
Region Variability
w(p1 , p2 ) 1 − H(φ(p1 )) dp1
= δ(φ(p2 ))[
Regularization
∂t
Ω
(18)

where
φ(y)
is
the
2D
level
set
function,
u(y)
is
the
intensity
−
w(p1 , p2 )H(φ(p1 ))] (14)
image, and ci , co are the mean gray values of the two phases
Ω
used to deﬁne the segmentation. The ﬁrst curve regularizaUsing Theorem 3.1 (GPAC Region Sum Theorem) Fasttion term aims at minimizing the length of the boundary
GPAC transforms the discretized curve evolution function
separating these two phases; the last two terms region varicorresponding to Eq. 14 into:
 
ability (RV), aim at maximizing the gray value homogene
Δφ(p2 )
w(p2 , p1 ) −
w(p2 , p1 ) ity of the two phases; μ1 , μ2 and ν are adjustable constants
= δ (φ(p2 ))
Δt
associated with this functional. Describing regions using
p1 ∈Ro (C)
p1 ∈Ri (C)
only mean values results in poor representation and blendL−1


ing effects. For better description other parametric models
[ho (j) − hi (j)] × D(F (p2 ), j) (15)
= δ (φ(p2 ))
have been introduced such as the Gaussian model in [21]
j=0
by Rousson and Deriche and mixture distributions of Gauswhere δ is the discretized delta function, hi and ho are
sian components in [19] by Paragios and Deriche. Parahistograms of feature F for inside, outside regions Ri (C)
metric methods can impose serious restrictions on the input
and Ro (C), and D is the dissimilarity measure. Additional
data statistics and applications since the performance can
geometric properties or constraints can be introduced into
be negatively affected when the parametric model does not
curve evolution using normalization factors α, β [2,23], and
match the underlying data distribution [14]. Nonparametweights λ1 , λ2 , μ. Smoothness of the curve is ensured with
ric statistical methods offer robustness and better modeling
a regularization term. Complete FastGPAC curve evolution
capabilities, and have been used in different active contour
then becomes:
frameworks such as [6, 14, 24, 27] and in FastGPAC. Two
L−1
recent active contour approaches that have some similari
Δφ(p2 )
ties to FastGPAC are Brox & Weickert [6] and Weiler et.
[λ2 βho (j) − λ1 αhi (j)]
= δ (φ(p2 ))[
Δt
j=0
al. [24] that describe nonparametric level set methods along
with histogram based region descriptors. They use a refor∇φ(p2 )
× D(F (p2 ), j) + μ div(
)]
(16)
mulation of the energy functional in Zhu and Yuille [28],
|∇φ(p2 )|
which results in the contour evolution function:
To further speed-up calculations of the sums a 1 × L look
 ∇φ 
∂φ
p1 
up-table Tk is pre-computed at each iteration where
(19)
= δ(φ) ν div
+ log
∂t
|∇φ|
p2
L−1

The ﬁrst term is the regularization component and the secTk (i) =
[ho (j) − hi (j)] × D(i, j)
(17)
ond is the region variability term where p1 , p2 are pixel
j=0
877

probabilities assigned to inner and outer regions which has
been extended to multiple regions in [6] and to motion
pattern segmentation in [24]. Regions inside and outside
of the contour are described using normalized histograms
hn1,b and hn2,b for each feature channel b [24]. Region assignment probability is then computed as: pi (x) =
B
∗
∗
b=1 hni,b (j ) where hni,b (j ) is the histogram entry that
∗
corresponds to the bin index j indicated by bth channel of
the feature vector F (x).
Well-known problems with histogram-based segmentation
include sensitivity to size, number, and distribution of the
histogram bins. Single bin histogram differences [14, 24,
27], lack of summation over the entire probability density function and variable quantization signiﬁcantly effect performance. In FastGPAC dissimilarity to the foreground/background distributions is a weighted aggregation
of all bin-to-bin differences. This makes the dissimilarity
computation robust to size and number of the histogram
bins and to non-uniformities of the region features distributions. This approach is also ﬂexible since desired weighting
scheme and inﬂuence region can be obtained by changing
the distance function. The level set formulation in [24] can
be considered a special case of FastGPAC where the distance/weighting function D in Eq. 16 is an impulse function
and where the contour is evolved by maximizing similarity
instead of minimizing dissimilarity as in FastGPAC.
The most important advantages of GPAC and FastGPAC
are their region description capabilities enabled by use of
region histograms and their ﬂexibility enabled by possibility of using different image features and dissimilarity measures. Of particular interest are robust norms [3] such as
Geman-McClure, Tukey’s biweight, or saturated L1 and L2
distances. Robust norms used with region histograms are
robust to outliers. Section 7 shows sample results of FastGPAC using robust norms.

7. Experimental Results
In this section we present comparison of the original
GPAC [1] and our FastGPAC results in terms of speed,
memory usage and segmentation mask similarity. Both
programs are written as a mixture of Matlab and C. For
Figure 1 and Tables 2, 3, both GPAC and FastGPAC convert the input images from RGB into Y Cb Cr color space
and scale the luma component Y into [0-100], chroma
components Cb and Cr into [0-200] ranges. The original
GPAC program uses L2 (Euclidean distance) distance
metric, the FastGPAC program uses L2 -squared distance
metric, because of its separability property. Parameters
used in the presented test cases are = 0.001, μ = 4000,
λ1 = λ2 = 1 for the original GPAC and = 0.001,
μ = 4000, λ1 = λ2 = 1/200 for FastGPAC (λ1 and λ2
values are different to compensate for L2 versus L2 -square

distance metric ). Both programs were tested on Intel Xeon
5140 dual core with dual processors and 10GB RAM.
Segmentation results obtained for sample test cases from
original GPAC and FastGPAC codes and the differences
are shown in Figure 1. Quantitative comparison of the segmentation masks and speed-ups obtained with FastGPAC
are given in Table 2. For the last three images on the table,
comparison statistics are not available (NA) since for these
larger images the GPAC code could not run on the current
system because of the large memory requirements of the
original GPAC algorithm. FastGPAC timing results for
these images can be found in Table 3. These results illustrate that even for quite small images there is a signiﬁcant
timing difference between original GPAC and FastGPAC
algorithms, which increases dramatically for larger images.
Segmentation similarity is measured with F − measure
× recall)
deﬁned as: F-measure = 2×(precision
and
precision + recall

|
|G∩F |
recall = |G∩F
|G| , precision = |F | where G, F are GPAC
and FastGPAC segmentation masks respectively. The few
differences seen are caused by the effects of regularization
on region variability terms with different distance metrics.
Further details on timing and memory usage are presented
in Table 3. Due to excessive memory requirements of the
original GPAC code, the images shelter-gardens-ﬂowers,
Hawaii Antenna, and people-surﬁng are reduced from
the original size of 1152 × 864 to the sizes indicated in
Table 3, but still exceed the available memory. For larger
images, two sets of FastGPAC timings have been presented
in Table 3 with and without look-up-table described
in Section 5. While not as effective for small images,
look-up-table provides further speed-up for larger images,
by reducing point to region dissimilarity computation to
feature to region dissimilarity computation and look-uptable access. During the performance tests done on the
Berkeley Segmentation Dataset [17], FastGPAC results in
an average of 226× speed-up for 100 test images reduced
to 241 × 146 pixels (because of original GPAC’s memory
requirements). Mean precision and recall of the FastGPAC
masks compared to corresponding GPAC masks are 99%
and 98.3% respectively.
Figure 2 demonstrates multi-modal capabilities of FastGPAC combined with robust norms. As can be seen in the
ﬁgure, using FastGPAC any 2 out of 4 regions/distributions
can be extracted with appropriate initializations, without
blending problems or need for multi-phase level sets which
is not possible with two phase Chan&Vese model. Not
shown but any single region also can be extracted.

8. Conclusion
We presented a novel efﬁcient graph partitioning active
contours algorithm FastGPAC, which without the need of
partitioning the input image space into blocks or superpixels, reduces both computational and memory requirements
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Figure 1:

Segmentation result comparison for original GPAC and FastGPAC methods on images (left to right) 65019, 12003 small-Shelter-gardens,
small-Hawaii-Antenna, small-people-surﬁng. First row: original image, second row: FastGPAC segmentation result, third row: difference between GPAC
and FastGPAC results, green: foreground in GPAC and background in FastGPAC, red: background in GPAC and foreground in FastGPAC.

of graph partitioning active contours substantially (few
orders of magnitude). We demonstrated the conformance
of the proposed algorithm to the original graph partitioning active contours and its computational efﬁciency
both theoretically and experimentally. Experiments on
the various image types, natural, biomedical etc. show
promising segmentation results with substantially reduced
computational requirements. FastGPAC algorithm provide
ﬂexibility of the GPAC algorithm enabled by possibility
of using different image features and different dissimilarity measures while being computationally feasible for
large images, high spatial resolutions, and/or long image
sequences. We have successfully used FastGPAC on
biomedical imagery of different modalities [13]. We are
developing an extended FastGPAC and exploring its use on
biomedical image sequences.
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